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3076 Quail Crescent Kelowna British Columbia
$1,199,900

You do not want to miss this rare buying opportunity! The "Coveted Eight" Quail homes (this being #2 of 8)

which sit perched above 6 picturesque golf holes, 2 water features and endless Valley views, were the first lots

to sell when Quail Ridge was launched; for good reason. They offer size, privacy, morning sun, breathtaking

views and easy access to walking and cycling trails at a level unmatched by any other location. Designed to

embrace comfortable living and easy entertaining via the 3 levels of outdoor space - upstairs a resort styles

covered view deck, main level BBQ sun deck and lower level covered patio with hot tub. A true foodie's kitchen

and a grand master ensuite add to a relaxed lifestyle. The home further ensures comfort with quiet and

efficient geothermal heating/cooling, 2 gas FP's, zero-scaped irrigated landscaping for lock-n-go travelers, no

maintenance stucco exterior and 50-year concrete tile roof. Mere minutes to golf, UBCO and YLW. (id:6769)

Primary Bedroom 13 ft ,1 in X 20 ft ,2 in

Full ensuite bathroom 12 ft ,11 in X 12 ft ,5 in

Bedroom 11 ft ,4 in X 11 ft ,4 in

Full bathroom 11 ft ,10 in X 7 ft

Recreational, Games room 21 ft ,8 in X 12 ft ,2 in

Bedroom 13 ft ,2 in X 12 ft ,4 in

Storage 6 ft ,1 in X 31 ft ,3 in

Games room 17 ft ,6 in X 18 ft ,8 in

Full bathroom Measurements not available

Foyer 6 ft ,6 in X 9 ft ,10 in

Kitchen 21 ft ,6 in X 16 ft ,5 in

Dining room 13 ft ,7 in X 12 ft ,2 in

Living room 16 ft ,2 in X 18 ft ,1 in

2pc Bathroom 5 ft ,8 in X 9 ft ,5 in
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